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Airplane Design 101

provide some of the tools you'll need to design that dream airplane. ..... planes. Input the required information and keep adjusting the flat plate area (and pro-. 
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Six steps to designing your dream airplane NEAL, WILFORD, EAA 169108 ave you ever sketched your dream airplane on the back of an envelope? You'd love to be flying your own aeronautical creation, but unfortunately you have no •B y idea how to start such a project. The truth is, you don't need an engineering degree to design an airplane—just the willingness to work hard and ask for help if you don't understand something. To get you started, this first in a series of articles will provide some of the tools you'll need to design that dream airplane. Even if you never plan on designing your own airplane, these articles should help you understand some of the things designers have to struggle with when undertaking a new design.



the payload and estimate gross weight. 3. D e t e r m i n e the wing area, wingspan, and engine necessary to meet the requirements. 4. Do a more detailed weight estimate and, if necessary, re-size the wing area and wingspan to accommodate the results. 5. Do a preliminary weight and balance calculation to make sure the design will have a safe center of grav-



ity (CG) range and that the landing gear is properly located relative to the CG. 6. Determine horizontal and vertical tail sizes that will meet the desired CG range and will provide good airplane handling qualities. Also determine the amount of wing dihedral and aileron size. This a r t i c l e will cover Steps 1 through 3 in detail. Next month's arAs an engineer who designs airplanes for a ticle will cover Steps 4 and 5, and the third artiliving, I like messing around with equations, cle Step 6. Going through the sequence several but I understand that many people do not. times isn't uncommon in the preliminary deTherefore, we'll keep the math to a minimum. sign phase, and the spreadsheets make this Most of the equations you'll need are in Excel process much less painful! spreadsheets that are available by clicking the Sport Aviation cover on the EAA website at Step 1—Define the Requirements When itemizing the things you want an airwww.eaa.org. Six steps help you keep the preliminary air- plane to do, it's usually important to give them plane design process moving in an orderly- priorities. Airplanes are nothing but a bunch of fashion: compromises flying together in close forma1. Make a list of what you want the airplane tion, so do not expect that a new design will be able to do everything. Eor example, an airplane to do. 2. Based on Step I's requirements, determine designed to meet the proposed sport pilot's Sport Aviation
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light-sport aircraft category may have a list of requirements like this: • Two places • Maximum gross weight of 1,23 2 pounds • Maximum flaps-up stall



speed of 45 knots • Maximum flaps-down stall speed of 89 knots • Top speed of 115 knots • Absolute ceiling of at least 15,000 feet • 15-gallon fuel capacity • 40 pounds of baggage Step 2—Estimate Payload and Gross Weight



Based on your requirements, determine the required payload by adding up the weight



of the passengers, fuel, and whatever else the airplane needs to carry. Then estimate the gross weight. Figure 1, which shows the ratio of payload to gross weight for about 70 different homebuilt and production single-engine airplanes. (Paul Lamar created this list, and 1 found it on Ron Wanttaja's homebuilt information website at www.want taiii.cotn/uvliiiks/imlex.litin. It is i n c l u d e d with this article's spreadsheets on the EAA website.) Several things can cause the scatter in the data around the trend line. The type and size of the engine, interior weight, type of construction, and the amount of "extras" are all factors. Many times a new design is s i m i l a r to an existing airplane (either in construction or configuration), so the payload to gross weight ratio of an existing design can be used to estimate your design. For our e x a m p l e , the req u i r e d payload m i g h t be something like this: Two passengers—850 pounds (total, not each) Fuel—90 pounds ( 1 5 gal62
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Figure 1. Payload/Cross Weight vs. Payload



lons (s? 6 pounds/gallon) Baggage—40 pounds Total—480 pounds At this stage the amount of fuel and baggage was an arbitrary selection. For Federal Aviation Regulation Part 28 certification, the FAA considers a person to be 170 pounds. But the Canadian Ultralight T P I 0 1 4 1 guidelines ( w h i c h will be acceptable for airplanes certificated in the light-sport a i r c r a f t category) use 175 pounds, so that is what I used. People tend to be heavier these days, so you might want to keep t h a t in m i n d when you are determining the payload of your design. Using the 480-pound payload and Figure 1, I read a payload/gross w e i g h t value of about 0.42. Ultimate accuracy is not required at this stage; so don't w o r r y if you have to read an approximate value. I divide 480 p o u n d s by 0.42 and get 1,148 pounds. This is less t h a n the 1,282-pound limit from my requirement list, so that's good. Next month we'll make a more detailed weight estimate for the different parts of the airplane, and this will give us a more



accurate gross w e i g h t estimate. Step 3—Determine Wing Size & Power Requirements



Once we have our estimated gross weight, we can determine how big the wing needs to be. The required wing area



depends on: • Desired stall speed B The maximum lift coefficient of the airfoil (or airfoils) used •'* W h e t h e r the w i n g has flaps '® Whether the wing is rectangular or tapered • Whether the airplane is a monoplane or a biplane Within reason, a low stall speed is usually desirable from a safety standpoint, and it reduces the takeoff and landing distances. But a lower stall speed usually means a lower wing loading, which tends to make for a b u m p y ride on warm summer days. Flaps allow a higher wing loading for a smoother ride in turbulence yet keep the stall speeds reasonable. Choosing an airfoil with a high maximum lift coefficient will allow the wing area to be
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You don't need an engineering degree to design an airplane—just the willingness to work hard and ask



for help if you don't understand something. wing area: Wing Area = (295 x Weight)/(Vkts 2 x C,). If you haven't picked an airfoil yet, you can use these maximum lift coefficients for your preliminary estimates: Wring with no flaps (or flaps up)-C L m a x =1.3tol.4



Wing with p l a i n f l a p s — c:



Lmax= I- 8



Wing with slotted flaps— C = 2.0 The values for wings with
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flaps should be okay as long as the flaps cover at least 50 percent of the wingspan and 25 percent of the wing chord. Sport pilot's light-sport air1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 3200 3400 3600 Gross Weight (Ibs) craft category allows a maxiFigure 2. Equivalent Flat Plate Area versus Gross Weight mum stall speed of 39 knots. smaller for a given stall speed. or three-dimensional wing. Plugging 39 knots and our esTheory of Wing Sections is an Lift coefficient for a 2-D wing timated gross weight of 1,143 excellent source of informa- is called "section lift coeffi- pounds gives the following tion on airfoils. Another source cient" and is represented by q, minimum wing areas: No flaps (C [max = 1.4)—158 is the old NACA reports, which whereas the lift coefficient for you can search and download a 3-D wing is represented by square feet Plain flaps (C I m ; i x = 1.8)— from a NASA website at C[. The maximum lift coefficient for a 3-D w i n g will be 123 square feet http://naca.larc.mKa.gov/. Slotted f l a p s (C]_ m a x = If you have chosen an air- less due to the losses at the foil, look at its wind t u n n e l wing tip and can be approxi- 2.0)—111 square feet The proposed light-sport data to d e t e r m i n e its maxi- mated by C, max = 0.95 x c lmax mum lift coefficient. Airfoil for a tapered wing, and Q max aircraft category also requires data is usually given for a dif- = 0.93 x C|max for a constant a m a x i m u m f l a p s - u p s t a l l speed of 45 knots, if the airf e r e n t Reynold's Number, chord wing. Years ago aerodynamicists plane is equipped with flaps. which can be estimated using this equation: Reynold's Num- figured out an equation that For our example this means a ber = 9360 x V m p h x Wing represents the amount of lift a m i n i m u m wing area of 119 wing generates: Lift = (Vkts 2 x square feet u s i n g a flaps up Chord (in feet). C I m a x of 1.4. If our example For light a i r p l a n e s the Wing Area x Q )/295. had a wing with slotted flaps, The w i n g m u s t create Reynold's Number at flaps up enough l i f t to support the the wing area would need to stall speed will usually be beweight of the airplane; there- increase f r o m 111 to 119 tween 2-3 million. When looking at a i r f o i l fore, weight can replace lift in square feet to meet both the wind t u n n e l data you also the equation, and then the flaps up and flaps down stall need to check w h e t h e r the whole thing can be rearranged speed requirements (the I l l data is for a two-dimensional to d e t e r m i n e the required square-toot wing would meet Sport Aviation
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j u s t the flaps-down speed). Let's use plain flaps for our example because they are usually simpler and cheaper to make and the required wing area is not much more then the minimum required for a slotted flap wing. The wing planform and number of wings also affect the required wing area. Rectangular wings usually have a lower Cj max than a tapered wing because they stall near the fuselage first w h i l e the outer part of the wing keeps flying. A tapered wing with washout usually starts stalling over a larger portion of the wing and as a result can reach a higher CLmax. A biplane configuration affects the amount of wing area required because the wings interfere with each other. Data from NACA report TR-256 indicate that the C[_ max for a biplane is about 90 to 95 percent of an equivalent monoplane, depending on the gap and stagger of the wings. Now we can f i n a l l y move on to determining the minimum required wingspan and the airplane's performance. Airplane performance boils down to these items: The ratio of maximum horsepower to the airplane's equivalent flat plate area • The maximum efficiency of the propeller • The use of a fixed-pitch or constant-speed propeller • The r a t i o of a i r p l a n e weight to the m a x i m u m horsepower (power loading) • The square of the ratio of airplane weight to wingspan (span loading) • The airplane efficiency factor, e To understand these items, let's apply them to our example airplane. The first item is the big driver in top speed: the 64
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Wing Aspect Ratio



Figure 3. Wing Efficiency Factor vs. Aspect Ratio



higher the ratio, the faster the airplane. You can make this ratio large by using a big engine, a small equivalent flat plate area, or a combination of both.



Figure 2 shows a plot of equivalent f l a t plate area v e r s u s gross weight for a variety of airplanes. The different Classes shown are from Aeronautical



Spreadsheet Notes If you are interested in playing with your own design, you can plug your own numbers into the spreadsheet you can download from the EAA website. Please understand that airplane design is not an exact science, and there are no guarantees that any airplane designed using this spreadsheet will meet the estimated performance! The spreadsheet will do more than I was able to cover on these pages, including maximum range estimation, estimated propeller diameter and pitch required, and estimated takeoff and landing performance. You can also use the spreadsheet to estimate the flat plate area of existing airplanes. Input the required information and keep adjusting the flat plate area (and propeller efficiency if necessary) to match the airplane's top speed. The spreadsheet's performance estimation method is from Technical Aerodynamics 1st Edition by K.D. Wood (which was originally presented in NACA report TR-408). I found that by accounting for the difference in performance between fixed-pitch and constant-speed propellers in climb, this method could estimate the climb rate and ceiling for airplanes with constant-speed propellers. The propeller sizing is also from Wood's book and is based on propeller data from NACA report TR-350. The takeoff and landing estimation methods come from Wood's book and Airplane Performance, Stability, and Control by Perkins and Hage. If your dream airplane is a biplane, the spreadsheet will also calculate a correction factor that the spreadsheet will automatically use in the performance estimation. To get a more accurate estimate on the required propeller diameter, you need to know the propeller's chord/diameter ratio at its 75-percent radius. For wooden propellers this is usually 0.066. If you plan to use one of the composite propellers used on ultralights, then find one of these on an existing plane and measure the propeller chord 75 percent of the way out from the hub. Divide this More at www.eaa.org^) value by its diameter, and you will have Click on the EAA Sport Aviation the chord/diameter to use for your magazine cover for more info. spreadsheet.



B u l l e t i n 26 (which is included in K.I). Woods' Tecliiiiatl Aerodynamics), and are defined as: Class 1—Well-streamlined airf r a m e and l a n d i n g gear (or retractable gear) Class 2—Enclosed airplanes with some streamlining, wings equipped with flaps, and a cowled engine Class 3—Biplane with cowled engine and wheelpants; enclosed externally braced monoplane without flaps and little streamlining Class 4—Excessive drag, open cockpit monoplanes and biplanes As you can see in Figure 2, determining an estimated flat plate area depends on the airplane's configuration, gross weight, and how clean you plan on making it. The designers and builders of airplanes near the Class 1 line worked hard to reduce their airplanes' drag, so be realistic when you pick a flat plate area for your design. Most ultralights have a flat plate area higher than the Class 4 line, so 1 recommend that you use the information in the FAA Advisory Circular 103-7, The Ultralight Vehicle, to estimate the flat plate area of an ultralight design. This AC also gives some recommendations on the maximum lift coefficient of various kinds of wings used on ultralights. Maximum propeller efficiency is a measure of how well the propeller converts engine horsepower into usable thrust, and it's a function of the ratio of airspeed to propeller rpm multiplied by propeller diameter. Higher airspeeds and lower propeller rpm usually mean the prop will be more efficient. What the propeller is made of affects its efficiency. Wooden propellers are about 3 percent less efficient than comparable metal and composite propellers. Propellers with thinner airfoils at the tip have higher efficiencies, and there are structural limits on how t h i n you can make a wooden propeller. The size of the fuselage ahead of (as in a pusher) or behind the propeller also affects propeller effiSport Aviation
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A CRASH COURSE MIL-SPEC FLIGHT CONTROL CABLE. Flight control cable that's not QPL certified Mil-Spec is not Mil-Spec. And if your distributor claims it is Mil-Spec and it's not QPL certified, you've been had. Why put your life on the line. Insist on QPL certified Mil-Spec flight control cable. For the name of a distributor that carries QPL certified Mil-Spec cable, send us an email: [email protected].
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Airplane PDQ™ Releases Version 3 AirplanePDQ, the award-winning software package for airplane design, released a major upgrade late last
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Gil Crouse, founder and president of DaVinci Technologies said, "Now,



Airplane PDQ's users will be able to



"test-fly" their designs while they're on the drawing board. They'll get an immediate feel for the performance and handling qualities of their designs." XPlane is believed to be one of the most accurate flight simulators on the



market. The new release also provides an upgrade to IntelliCAD 2001. IntelMCAD is the Computer Aided Design package included with AirplanePDQ and gives AirplanePDQ users the ability to develop drawings of their aircraft design. IntelliCAD provides a high degree of compatibility with AutoCAD. An added bonus in the new IntelliCAD version is the addition of "fly-over" snapping. Fly-over snapping is a visual aid that enables aviation enthusiasts to
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the user moves the crosshairs around the drawing. This allows the user to



quickly locate the correct point to snap to. AirplanePDQ is a "drawing-centric" conceptual design tool for homebuilt and light general aviation aircraft specifically developed to be intuitive and easy to use by amateur airplane designers. AirplanePDQ is available at a LANCAIR 320/360
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ciency. A larger fuselage has a worse effect than a smaller one for a given propeller diameter. This loss can be s i g n i f i c a n t if you



have a wide fuselage and small diameter propeller. The next three items on the list are big players in the takeoff distance, rate of climb, and ceiling. An airplane with a fixed-pitch prop is like a car with just one gear—neither allows the engine to develop full power at low speed. A constant-speed propeller, like a car's t r a n s m i s s i o n , allows the engine to develop full power at any speed. The propeller can convert this increased power to increased thrust, which results in s h o r t e r takeoff 66
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rolls and improved climb rates. Power loading is the ratio of airplane weight to engine horsepower, and for most aircraft it's usually between 10 and 20 pounds per horsepower. An airplane w i t h a low power loading (more horsepower) will have a shorter takeoff roll and w i l l not need as much wingspan to have a good rate of climb. Span loading is the ratio of a i r p l a n e weight to wingspan. Like power loading, it affects the airplane's climb rate and ceiling. The power required for a given rate of climb and ceiling is proportional to the square of an airplane's span loading; therefore, with a low



:



Table 1 Engine 60 hp (s> 2400 rpm 80 hp (§> 3300 rpm 80hp@ 3300 rpm



Wingspan 29.0 ft. 24.0 ft. 29.0 ft.



Rate of Climb 613 ft./min. 747 ft./min. 899 ft./min.



horsepower engine, low span loading is the key to a good rate of climb and ceiling. The last item, airplane efficiency factor e is mostly a function of the wing planform (whether tapered or rectangular), aspect ratio, and the interference of the fuselage on the wing. A wing's aspect ratio is the square of the wingspan divided by the wing area. Figure 3 (from Technical Aerodynamics 2'"1 Edition by K.D. Wood) shows how the wing's efficiency factor varies with aspect ratio and whether the wing is tapered. The fuselage usually hurts the efficiency factor and, according to Wood's book, is a function of the fuselage frontal area,



Absolute Ceiling 15,340 ft. 15,156 ft. 19,001 ft.



Service Ceiling 12,837 ft. 13,127 ft. 16,887 ft.



wing area, and aspect ratio. Estimating Performance



With the decisions and data



now determined, we can use the performance estimation spreadsheet (available on the EAA website) to determine our example airplane's required wingspan and to estimate its performance. Let's assume our design will have the aerodynamic cleanliness of a Class 2 airplane. In Figure 2, find our gross weight on the bottom, go up to the Class 2 line, and then go to the left side to find the flat plate area, 3.4 ft2. To estimate the required horsepower, divide the estimated 1,143-pound maximum gross weight by a power



Max Speed 108 knots 118 knots 119 knots



loading of 10 pounds/horsepower—114 hp. That's a pretty big engine for this size of airplane and may be kind of heavy. Dividing 1,143 by 20 pounds/horsepower gives 57 hp. Looking at available engines in this range we can get an engine that is rated at 60 horsepower at a propeller speed of 2400 rpm or one rated at 80 horsepower at 3300 rpm.



Be aware that any time you see an engine's horsepower rating, it is for standard day conditions: sea level at 59° F. When a normally-aspirated engine operates at a higher altitude and/or a warmer temperature, it develops less horsepower.
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In our example a i r p l a n e let's use a fixed-pitch wooden propeller and tandem seating (one behind the other). We need to decide on the seating a r r a n g e m e n t because the spreadsheet uses the fuselage height and width to estimate propeller efficiency and airplane efficiency factor, e. Plugging required information into the spreadsheet, 1 varied the wingspan until I got an absolute ceiling that exceeded our 15,000-foot design r e q u i r e m e n t . Table 1 shows that with 60 hp the airplane would need a 29-foot w i n g s p a n and a 24-foot wingspan for the 80-hp engine. Only the 80-hp engine has the power to meet the desired top speed. Using 80 hp with the 29-foot wing improves the rate of climb and ceilings con-



References: ffieory of Wing Sections, Abbot, Ira and Von Doenhoff, Albert: Dover Publications, 1959. technical Aerodynamics Z* Edition, Wood, K.D.: McGraw-Hill, 1947. technical Aerodynamics 1st Edition, Wood, K.D.: McGraw-Hill, 1935.



Airplane Performance, Stability, and Control, Perkins, Courtland and Hage, • Robert: Wiley & Sons, 1949.



siderably, so let's use the 29foot wingspan because it gives the best overall performance (and it gives us the option of using a 60-hp engine, if we so desire). The longer wing also ups the top speed 1 knot because it has a lower span loading. In each case the rate of climb and maximum speed are for sea level, standard day conditions. Next month we'll estimate the weights of the airplane's different parts, compute the weight and balance, and locate the landing gear. This will give us a better gross weight estimate, and we can



tweak the w i n g area and wingspan if the weight is off our first estimate.



Neal Willford is a second-generation EAAer (his dad is EAA 89!) who grew up attending EAA conventions at Rockford and Oshkosh. He learned to fly in an ultralight in 1982 and earned his private pilot certificate in 1987. He holds a mechanical engineering degree from LeTourneau College and does preliminary airplane design for a major general aviation manufacturer. In his spare time he's designing a fiveplace homebuilt to carij> his wife and three boys.
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I



n part one of this series in the February issue we discussed many factors to consider in designing your own airplane. We made a list of the airplane's requirements, did a first estimate of the gross weight based on the desired useful load, and determined the size of the wing and engine required to meet the design goals.



nately, studies on many existing airplanes help estimate the weights on new designs. Detailed weight studies show how the structural weight is spread out in a typical airplane, and Figure 1 shows the average weight breakdown of single-engine Cessnas (Reference 1). The Cessnas' strut-braced wings contribute to their low wing weight fraction of about 10 percent of the airplane's gross weight. Cantilever wings typically have a weight You might have noticed that we never got fraction closer to 15 percent of the airplane's around to even sketching what the airplane gross weight. might look like; instead we decided how clean Figure 1 helps us get a rough handle on the we were going to make it. This month we'll weight of the different parts of an airplane, but start laying out the airplane so we can estimate it doesn't take into account the variables that how much the major parts will weigh and lo- affect the structural weight such as the concate them to make sure that we have a practical struction method, wing area, wingspan, fusecenter of gravity range. lage length, and more. Again, we can be thankWe'll also learn how to lay out the landing ful that people have studied different airplane gear, because its location affects the weight structures, construction methods, and sizes to and balance and ground handling. Next come up with empirical equations to predict month, the final part of this series will discuss weights for new designs. sizing the horizontal tail, vertical tail, and The weight estimation equations in the "Deailerons to give you a nice flying airplane sign-2" spreadsheet (to download it, click the when it's finished. EAA Sport Aviation cover on the EAA website at www.eaa.org) are based almost entirely on inforDetailed Weight Estimates mation presented in Reference 2, an unpubEstimating the weights of the different parts is lished manuscript written by Herb Rawdon, one of the most difficult things to do when de- who, with Walter Burnham, designed the fasigning an airplane. You not only need to know mous Travel Air Mystery Ship. how much the different parts weigh, but also Herb later became the chief engineer for where their center of gravity is to get the air- Beech Aircraft's design and research division, plane's weight and balance to work out. Fortu- and in later years he helped do the preliminary Sport Aviation
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design of the Cessna 177. The manuscript is a wealth of practical information on designing airplanes, and it is a shame that it never got published. By the time you're ready to estimate the weights of your airplane structure, you must have an idea of how you're going to build it. Will it have a strut-braced or cantilever wing? Will it be all metal, composite, or tube and rag? Fortunately, Herb's book has weight information for both all-metal and fabric-covered airplanes. Estimating the weights of composite airplane structures is more difficult because fewer studies of them have been published. The great variation in the construction methods and materials used makes estimates more difficult. Reference 3 suggests that the weights of composite structure are about 15 percent heavier than equivalent metal parts, so that's what the spreadsheet uses. Composite parts made from graphite will be lighter than those in fiberglass, so some reduction could be allowed for that. Another thing you must decide is your design's ultimate load factor. The stronger the airplane, the heavier its structure will be. Table 1 gives the ultimate load factor (with a 1.5 safety factor) for several different categories of certificated airplanes.
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Rgure 1. Average weight breakdown for Cessna single engine airplanes



Years ago airplane designers settled on a coordinate system to make it easier to locate and keep track of where the different parts are on an airplane. Any position from front to back on a fuselage is said to be on a fuselage station, or FS for



short. The vertical locations are on a waterline, or WL. Locations to the left or right of the centerline of the fuselage are on a buttock line, or BL. Most airplane profile views you've seen have the nose pointed to the left because



Three-View Proposal



Estimating weight and balance is easier if you have a three-view sketch of your proposed design. You can use 8.5by-11-inch graph paper (10 squares to the inch works well) or any CAD drawing program. For graph paper I suggest a scale of 30-to-l or 50-to-l so each view will fit on one page. 46
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Rgure 2. Typical cockpit dimensions Table 1



Airplane Category Ultimate Load Factor Normal 5.7



Utility 6.6



Aerobatic 9.0



Sport Plane 6.0



this is what the airplane industry has adopted, so you might as well draw yours that way, too. Some airplane designs have the firewall as FS 0. This means that everything forward of the firewall has a negative FS value, and that can be confusing if you are not careful. I like to have the firewall as FS 100. That way, unless you're using a turboprop engine, all the parts of the airplane will have a positive fuselage station. Similarly, you can use the bottom of the firewall or the prop location as WL 100. Just be sure that all parts on your airplane have positive FS and WL locations. A good place to start is laying out the cockpit or cabin-side view. This is the most important part of the airplane, so spend time getting things arranged the way you want. By now you should have decided how many people you want your plane to carry, as well as the seating arrangement (tandem, side by side, etc.). As a starting point for laying out the cockpit you can use Figure 2, which is based on Reference 4. References 5 and 6 also have information on cockpits. They have so much practical information in them about airplane construction that I highly recommend them to anyone interested in designing an airplane. References 7 and 8 are good information sources on the sizes of different people as well as suggestions for back and leg angles required for good comfort. For a single-seat or tandem cockpit its inside width should probably be at least 20 inches, and it should be at least 40 inches for a side-byside configuration. If your plane has tandem seating or more than one row of seats, you need to decide on the spacing between the rows. The Piper Cub and Tri Pacer have 28inch spacing, and the Cessna 172 has 36 inches, so somewhere between these extremes should be appropriate. Keep in mind that row spacing affects weight and balance, and the greater the spacing the more difficult it'll be to get your weight and Sport Aviation
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LANCAIR



HARTZELL AN AIRCRAFT THAT CHEATS THE LAWS OF PHYSICS DESERVES A PROPELLER THAT DOES THE SANE. "High performance aircraft such as the Lancair IV need propeller airfoils specifically designed for high-speed, high altitude performance. We tested extensively on the IV and the Hartzell's performance could not be beaten. That's why it's recommended. Call us at (541) 923-2233 and ask about our special builder pricing for Hartzell props."



For your FREE booklet, "Technical Issues Involved In Selecting a Propeller System For Your Kitpiane," use SPORT AVIATION'S i """-'J reader -'««»., f service card.



Lance A. Neibauer, President, Lancair
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This month well start laying out the airplane so we can estimate a practical center of gravity range and lay out the landing gear, because its location affects the weight and balance and ground handling. balance to work. With all that said, it's probably a good idea to build a crude mock-up of your cockpit to make sure you have sufficient comfort, visibility, and room to move before you get too far along in your design. Before we can flesh out the rest of the fuselage we need to start thinking about the locations of the wing and tail. The wing must be located so the airplane's forward and aft center of gravity (CG) positions fall roughly between 15 to 30 percent of the wing's mean aerodynamic chord (MAC). You can design an airplane with a greater CG range, but the horizontal tail will start getting pretty large. For example, the biggest CG range I'm aware of is 7 to 40 percent MAC for the Cessna 208 Caravan. Mean aerodynamic chord (sometimes called the mean geometric chord) is a term that pops up a lot when talking about aerodynamics. It's the location on the wing where all the aerodynamic forces are considered to act. For a rectangular wing the MAC is the same as the average wing chord, which you can calculate by dividing the wing area by the wingspan. On a tapered wing the MAC also depends on the taper ratio (the ratio of the tip chord divided by the root chord). If you are designing a biplane, determining the MAC and its 48
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r Figure 3. Determining the location of the MAC



location is more complicated because it depends on the area and span of both wings, as well as the gap and stagger between the wings. See Reference 9 for more details. The spreadsheet will calculate the MAC for a monoplane only, so you will have to modify the spreadsheet if you want to use it for a biplane design. For a rectangular wing the MAC is the same as the average wing chord, which you can calculate by dividing the wing area by the wingspan.



On a tapered wing the MAC depends on the taper ratio (the ratio of the tip chord divided by the root chord). The spreadsheet will calculate the MAC for you based on input values for wing area, wingspan, and taper ratio. Figure 3 shows a wing plan (top) view and how to graphically determine its length and MAC location. Go ahead and draw the top view of your wing and locate the MAC on it using Figure 3 as a guide. Mark the position 25 percent back Table 2



Item Approximate CG Location Wing 40-45% of the wing MAC Tail Surfaces 30-35% of the tail MAC Fuselage Structure (aft of the firewall) 35-45% of the fuselage length from the firewall to the end of the tail cone



from the leading edge of the MAC, as we will be measuring from this point to locate the horizontal tail. Looking at side views of airplanes similar to the one you're designing will help you make a good first guess where your wing needs to be in relation to the cockpit. The wing spars always seem to get in the way of where the people are, so keep that in mind when positioning your wing. Again, studying existing airplanes will help you see how others have solved this problem. Make your best guess where you think your wing will be on the fuselage and mark the fuselage station at the 25-percent MAC. Most airplanes have a horizontal tail arm length of 2.5 to 3.5 times the wing MAC, which is measured from the 25-percent location of the wing MAC to the 25-percent location of the horizontal tail MAC. Higher tail-arm-to-MAC ratios mean that an airplane will need a smaller tail to provide the desired amount of static stability. A longer arm provides greater dynamic stability, which becomes important when flying in bumpy air. For small airplanes the tail arm will usually be between 10 and 15 feet. Sketch in the rest of the fuselage and make the vertical tail area about 10 percent and the horizontal tail area about 20 percent of the wing area. Next time we will get them sized more accurately, but for now that will help get a first guess on their weights and allow you to finish sketching the three view. Go ahead and sketch in the cowl and propeller location using the side dimensions of your engine as a guide. Weight & Balance



Getting the weight and balance to work out for a new design involves a lot of trial and error, but using a spreadsheet makes the job easier and faster. (I feel sorry for the guys who used to have to do all the calculations by hand!) The spreadsheet estimates the weights of the different parts of the Sport Aviation
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MURPHY



HARTZELL NOTHING BEATS EXPLORING THE BACKCOUNTRY EXCEPT GETTING BACK OUT. "Utility planes require reliable performance for their rugged applications. Since Hartzell props are certificated they have been subjected to rigorous fatigue and stress testing not required of experimental props. So you can be assured the constant-speed Hartzell prop will provide the performance needed for primitive short-field work and the durability to take the abuse that comes with it. Call us at (604) 792-5855 and ask about our special builder pricing for Hartzell props."



For your FREE booklet, 'Technical Issues Involved In Selecting a Propeller System For Your Kitplane,"



use SPORT AVIATION'S reader service card.



(HARTZEI



Darryl Murphy, President, Murphy Aircraft Mfg. Ltd
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less than certified Mil-Spec cable. But what would it cost you and your family not to have QPL certified Mil-Spec cable? Why put your life on the line for a few bucks less. Insist on QPL certified Mil-Spec flight control cable. For the name of a distributor that carries QPL certified Mil-Spec cable, send us an email: [email protected].
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airplane based on the information it asks for. You'll need to get the weight of the engine (and its accessories) you plan to use. The spreadsheet will add up all the weights and the desired payload to determine the estimated gross weight. Most likely this gross weight will be different than what you first guessed when you started your design. Go ahead and plug the new value into the gross weight location at the top of the spreadsheet and see what the new predicted gross weight will be. It usually only takes a few iterations before the two gross weights agree. Our first gross weight estimate for the example lightsport aircraft (the plane sport pilots will fly) we started designing last month was 1,143 pounds. To do a more detailed weight estimate we need to decide on the construction method and configuration. Let's use tandem seating, conventional landing gear (taildragger), metal-skinned, strutbraced high wing, and tube and fabric fuselage and tail surfaces. Plugging this information into the spreadsheet gives us an estimated gross weight of 1,155 pounds. Replacing our initial 1,143-pound estimate with 1,155, the spreadsheet re-estimates the different component weights based on this value and gives an estimated gross weight of 1,156 pounds. The higher gross weight has resulted in a stall speed higher than our desired limit, but increasing the wing area from 123 to 125 square feet remedied that problem. But a bigger wing weighs more, and the spreadsheet crunches the numbers and estimates the gross weight at 1,160 pounds. 50
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a horizontal tail area of 30 square feet. This larger tail increased the estimated gross weight to 1,170 pounds, and it caused the CG range to move aft to 18 percent to 35 percent MAC. This was not what I wanted to see, so I moved the



wing aft 1 inch. I repeated the process and this time found that I now needed a horizontal tail area of 28.5 square feet to meet the minimum stick-force-per-g and forward-CG limits. This smaller tail contributed to a lower estimated gross weight



of 1,167 pounds. The CG range also is now 16 percent to 32 percent MAC, which is



closer to the range suggested



in Part 2.



I hope that you have found these articles helpful in understanding some of what it takes to design an airplane. Remember that the results you get using these methods are only estimates and that there is no guarantee with them! No matter what process you use to design an airplane, a competent pilot, not the first customers, should explore its stability characteristics at the forward and aft CG limits. Also, any new design should be checked to ensure that it is strong enough to handle flight and ground loads it is expected to experience.



A second-generation EAAer (his dad is EAA 89), Neal Willford grew up attending EAA conSpott Aviation
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ventions at Rockford ami Oshkosh. He learned to fly in an ultralight in 1982 and earned his private pilot certificate in 1987. He holds a mechanical engineering degree from LeTourneait College and does preliminary airplane design for a major general aviation manufacturer. In his spare time he's designing a five-place homebuilt to carry his wife and three boys.
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EAA has obtained copies of Practical Lightplane Design and Construction for the Amateur, from the author's family. Copies of the 50-plus page volume are available through EAA's Membership Services Department at 800/843-3612, for $19.95 plus postage and handling. 66
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